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One of the themes of Edwin Hewitt's fundamental and stimulating work [16] is

that the g-spaces (now called realcompact spaces) introduced there, although they

are not in general compact, enjoy many attributes similar to those possessed by

compact spaces; and that the canonical realcompactification vX associated with

a given completely regular Hausdorff space X bears much the same relation to the

ring C(X) of real-valued continuous functions on X as does the Stone-Cech

compactification ß^to the ring C*(X) of bounded elements of C(X). Much of the

Gillman-Jerison textbook [12] may be considered to be an amplification of this

point. Over and over again the reader is treated to a "/?" theorem and then, some

pages later, to its "v" analogue.

One of the most elegant "jS" theorems whose "v" analogue remains unproved

and even unstated is the following, given by Irving Glicksberg in [13] and reproved

later by another method in [11] by Zdenëk Frolik: For infinite spaces X and Y,

the relation ß(Xx F)=JSXx^Fholds if and only if Zx Fis pseudocompact. The

present paper is an outgrowth of the author's unsuccessful attempt to characterize

those pairs of spaces (X, Y) for which v(Xx Y) = vXxvY. It is shown (Theorem

2.4) that, barring the existence of measurable cardinals, the relation holds whenever

y is a ¿-space and uXis locally compact; and more generally (Theorem 4.5) that

the relation holds whenever the ¿-space Y and the locally compact space vX admit

no compact subsets of measurable cardinal. The question arises naturally as to

when it will occur that vX is locally compact. Our best result in this direction, a

part of Theorem 4.8, is, again, not definitive: X is locally pseudocompact if and

only if there is a locally compact space Y for which X<^ F<= VX.

Some of the questions treated here are susceptible to attack when thrown into

the uniform space context. See Onuchic [18] and, more intensively, Isbell [17,

especially Chapter 8].

I am indebted to Tony Hager for several references, and for allowing me to

announce here that, in addition to the results of [15], he has achieved certain new

theorems on the relation v(Xx Y) = vXxvY, which being "uniform" and not

"topological" have negligible overlap with those of this paper.
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My chief debt is to Stelios Negrepontis, with whom [7] was coauthored. I

consider the first half of the present paper to be a collection of corollaries to

Theorem 2.8 of [7].

I am indebted to the referee for the very elegant construction which appears in

§5, answering fully a question posed in [5] and in an early version of this paper.

His kindness in supplying the validating arguments in considerable detail is much

appreciated, as is his willingness (indeed, his generous insistence) that the example

appear in this paper, under my name. The referee has improved this paper further

by shortening one of the proofs, and by requesting the excision of certain "overripe

literary flourishes" which marred the original version. For all this, we thank the

referee.

1. Preliminaries. Every space hypothesized or constructed in this paper is a

completely regular Hausdorff space. The ring of real-valued continuous functions

on such a space X is denoted C(X), and its subring of bounded functions C*(X).

If A c X and each element of C(A) is the restriction to A of an element of C(X),

then we say (as in [12]) that A is C-embedded in X; the expression "A is C*-

embedded in X " is defined analogously.

Each space X is simultaneously dense and C*-embedded in exactly one compact

space, denoted ßYand called the Stone-Cech compactification of X. Analogously,

each space X is simultaneously dense and C-embedded in exactly one realcompact

space, denoted vX and called the Hewitt realcompactification of X. Proofs and

extensive illuminating discussions appear in [12].

A space X is called pseudocompact if it admits no unbounded real-valued

continuous function—i.e., if C(X) = C*(X). A nonpseudocompact space is always

C*-embedded, but never C-embedded, in ßX, and there are many less trivial

examples which illustrate that the two concepts (C-embedded, C*-embedded)

differ. The following result, therefore, quoted from [7], is unexpected.

1.1 Theorem. If Xx Y is C*-embedded in vXxvY, then Xx Y is C-embedded

in vXxvY. In this case v(Xx Y) = vXxvY.

The Glicksberg-Frolik theorem quoted earlier contains no cardinality restrictions

on the spaces involved. The casual reader is not likely to be impressed by the good

fortune attendant to this fact until he tries in earnest to discover its realcompact

analogue. The following two results, which are perhaps the major results of [7],

show that no discussion of the relation v(Xx Y)=vXxvY can be complete

without a consideration of the possible existence of measurable cardinals (defined

below).

1.2 Theorem. If Y is a compact space of nonmeasurable cardinal, then v(Xx Y) =

vXx Y=vXxvYfor each space X.

1.3 Example. If D is a discrete space of measurable cardinal, then the relation

v(D xßD) = vDxßD is false.
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A cardinal number rt is said to be measurable if the discrete space of cardinality

n supports a countably additive measure assuming the values 0 and 1 (and only

these values) and assigning measure 0 to each point. As is shown in Chapter 12 of

[12], an equivalent condition is that the discrete space of cardinality n is real-

compact. The class of nonmeasurable cardinals being closed under the standard

operations of cardinal arithmetic, it is consistent with the usual axioms of set

theory to assume that each cardinal number is nonmeasurable. The consistency of

the existence of measurable cardinals with the usual axioms of set theory remains

an unsettled question.

2. Conditions sufficient for the relation v(X x Y) = vX x v Y. Our first result is a

direct corollary to Theorem 1.2 quoted above.

2.1 Theorem. Let Y be a locally compact space of nonmeasurable cardinal. Then

Xx Y is C*-embedded in vXx Y,for each space X.

Proof. For each/in C*(Xx Y) and each point y in F there is a continuous

real-valued function gy on vXx{y} which agrees with/on Xx{y}. We define g on

vXx Y by the relation

g =   U gy

For Tic y the function g has a restriction to vXx K which is, according to Theorem

1.2, continuous whenever TC is compact. To check the continuity of g at an arbitrary

point (p, y) of vXx Y, then, we need only find a compact neighborhood K of y

and notice that g is continuous on vXx K.

2.2 Corollary. If Y is a locally compact, realcompact space of nonmeasurable

cardinal, then v(X x Y) = vX x Y for each space X.

Proof. From 1.1 and 2.1.

The rôle played by compact subsets of Y in the proof of 2.1 suggests the perti-

nence, to the problem under consideration, of those spaces whose topology is deter-

mined by compact subsets. The property may be formalized in two ways.

Definition. A space is said to be a /:-space if each of its subsets which has

closed intersection with each compact subset is itself closed.

Definition. A space is said to be a /c'-space if each real-valued function which

has continuous restriction to each compact subset is continuous, i.e., if the space

of continuous real-valued functions is complete in the structure of uniform con-

vergence on compacta.

Evidently each A>space is a k''-space, but Pták presents in [21] an example

(credited to Katëtov) which shows that the converse implication can fail. Another

(completely regular Hausdorff) example, to which we will refer in §5 below, has

been discovered by Norman Noble in [20].

An extremely brief treatment of /c-spaces occurs in [19], where it is shown on

p. 231 that locally compact spaces, and first-countable spaces, are ^-spaces. A
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more rewarding account of ¿-spaces and ¿'-spaces appears in Seth Warner's very

readable paper [23].

An apology is perhaps in order for the distasteful, artificial hypothesis which

occurs in many of the results to be presented next: "uZis locally compact." Easy

examples show that the hypothesis cannot be omitted, but the question naturally

arises whether this hypothesis can be replaced by a condition on X itself. We

devote §4 to this question.

2.3 Theorem. If Y is a k-space each of whose compact subsets is of nonmeasurable

cardinal, and if vX is locally compact, then Xx Y is C*-embedded in vXx Y.

Proof. Given /in C*(Xx Y), we define

g = U gy,
yeY

where just as in the proof of 2.1 gy is that unique continuous function on vXx{y}

which agrees with/on Xx{y}. We know from Theorem XII.4.3 of [9] that a

product of any ¿-space with a locally compact space is a ¿-space. Thus, in order

to show that g is continuous on vXx Y, we need only show that the restriction of

g to each compact subset KofvXx Y is continuous on K. Denoting by n the pro-

jection from vXx F onto Y, we see from Theorem 1.2 (applied to Kin place of Y)

that g is continuous on the set vXx (tt~1(ttK)).

We will see in 4.5 that the cardinality restriction in our next theorem can be

weakened.

2.4 Theorem. Let Xx Y be of nonmeasurable cardinal, where Y is a k-space

and vX is locally compact. Then v(Xx Y) = vXx v Y.

Proof. Theorem 2.3 shows that Xx Y is C*-embedded in vXx Y. Theorem 2.1

shows that vXx Y is C*-embedded in vXxvY. (The rôle of X in Theorem 2.1 is

played here by F; and of Y, by vX. The theorem is applicable because, as 9.2 of

[12] shows, vZis of nonmeasurable cardinal whenever Xis.)

2.5 Corollary. Let Xx Y be of nonmeasurable cardinal, where Y is a k-space

and X is pseudocompact. Then v(Xx Y) = vXx v Y.

Proof. The space X, being pseudocompact, is C-embedded in ßX. Thus vX is

the compact space ßX.

The following result, a corollary to 2.5, is a weakened version of Tamano's

Proposition 2 in [22]. The present weakness rests in the fact that, as Tamano's

statement shows, the cardinality restriction imposed here is inessential and may be

omitted. Doubtless the general Tamaño theorem can be deduced from the version

given here, but I have not found the argument.

It seems only fair to remark also that Tamano's theorem is subsumed, at least

formally, by Frolik's Theorem 3.6 in [11]. That theorem appears difficult to apply

in practice, but its aesthetically displeasing content is more than compensated by
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its form: It lists, for a fixed space X, a necessary and sufficient condition that Xx Y

be pseudocompact for each pseudocompact space Y.

2.6 Corollary. Let X and Y be pseudocompact spaces of nonmeasurable

cardinal, and let X be a k-space. Then Ix Y is pseudocompact.

Proof. Any space whose Hewitt realcompactification is compact is surely

pseudocompact. The space Xx Y is such a space, since from 2.5 follows the

relation

v(Xx Y) = vXxvY = ßXxßY.

The next theorem is a variation on 2.4.

2.7 Theorem. Let Xx Y be of nonmeasurable cardinal, and let both vXxY and

vXxvY be k-spaces. Then v(X x Y) = vX x v Y.

Proof. For each/in C*(Xx Y) there is, just as before, a g in C*(vXx Y) which

agrees with /on Xx Y. Now for each p e vX let «„ be a continuous real-valued

function on {p} x v Y which agrees with g on {p} x Y. Since vXx v Y is a A>space

we have, as before, that the function «, defined on vXxvYby the relation

h - U A,.
psvY

lies in C*(vXxvY). Theorem 1.1 completes the proof.

2.8 Remark. The discussion which follows is designed to show that the hypothe-

sized condition "vXx Y is a A-space" of 2.7 does not follow from the hypothesis

"vXxvYis a Ar-space."

It follows from Theorem 3.1 of [10], or from Lemma 2 of [4], that if A is a dense

subset of ßN\N, where A denotes the countably infinite discrete set, then A u A

is pseudocompact. (The paper [4] discusses explicitly only the case

A = {o(p) : p is a fixed point in ßN\N, and a is the restriction

to ßN\N of a homeomorphism of ßN onto ßN}.)

Now let A be a dense subset of ßN\N for which \A\ rSc, as afforded by Lemma 1

of [4] or by Theorem 4.1 of [3]. Since (from Corollary 9.12 of [12]) every infinite

compact subset of ßN\N has cardinality 2C, each compact subset of A u A is

finite. Thus every real-valued function on A u A has a continuous restriction to

each compact set, so that A u A is not a /c'-space.

The paragraph above shows that there exists a pseudocompact space 7= A u A

which is not a k-space. For any such Y and any space X for which vX is a Ar-space,

we know that vXxvY is a A>space; while vXx Y is not.

3. Statement of A. W. Hager's theorem. The Glicksberg-Frolik theorem

quoted earlier can be viewed as a theorem which gives a condition sufficient for the

relation v(Xx Y) = vXxvYto hold. For it is easy to see (and is shown in 8A.4 of
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[12]) that a space X is pseudocompact if and only if vX=ßX. Thus one'of the

two Glicksberg-Frolik implications yields: If Xx Y is pseudocompact, then

v(Xx Y) = ß(Xx Y) = ßXxßY = vXxvY.

In the interest of completeness we state here another theorem in the same vein,

due to A. W. Hager. The expression "completely separated" in the next definition

goes back at least to [2]. The suggestive symbol _L was introduced in this connection

by F. W. Anderson in [1].

Definition. Two subsets A and B of the space X are said to be completely

separated (in X) if there exists fe C*(X) such that/=0 on A and/=l on B. If

A and B are completely separated in X, we write A J_x B or, when confusion

is impossible, simply A J_7?.

The following result, whose proof rests on the Glicksberg-Frolik theorem, is

Theorem 1 of 3.6 of [15].

Theorem. Let A^U^i Xn and F=(J"=i Yn, and suppose that for each « the

space Xn x Yn is pseudocompact and that Xn J_x(X\Xn + x) and Yn _|_y(F\ Yn + X). Then

v(Xx Y) = vXxvY.

4. On the local compactness of vX. The next theorem is basic to all that follows.

The proof offered here, because it is direct, seems preferable to the proof credited

to D. G. Johnson by Hager in [15].

4.1 Theorem (Hager-Johnson). Let V be an open subset of X, and suppose that

cl„x V is compact. Then clx V is pseudocompact.

Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that there is an unbounded real-valued con-

tinuous function / with domain clx V. Beginning with any point xx in V, we

construct inductively a sequence of points xn in C/for which |/(xn + 1)| > |/(*r,)| + 1.

There is for each « an element gn of C(X) for which gn(xn) = « and gn(x) = 0 whenever

\f(x)—f(xn)\ < 1/4, and it is easy to check that the function g defined on Xby the

relation g=2ñ°=i gn is continuous on X. The continuous extension of g to vX is,

like g itself, unbounded on clx V, contradicting the hypothesis that this set is

compact.

The concept "locally pseudocompact" has not, so far as I am aware, been

introduced explicitly into the literature. Two possible definitions seem natural, and

an easy proposition (noted in passing by Frolik in [11]) shows that for completely

regular Hausdorff spaces they coincide.

4.2 Proposition. Let V be an open subset of the pseudocompact space V. Then

clj, V is pseudocompact.

Proof. If {Vn}n°=x is a sequence of relatively open subsets of cl^ V which is

locally finite in cl^ V, then {Vnr\ F}"=1 is locally finite in V.

4.3 Definition. A space X is locally pseudocompact at the point x if either of

the following equivalent conditions is satisfied :
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(a) x admits a pseudocompact neighborhood ;

(b) there is a local basis at x of pseudocompact neighborhoods.

The following theorem will serve, in effect, as a lemma for part of the proof of

4.8 ; but it seems worthy of individual mention. The failure of its converse is given

by an example referred to in §5.

4.4 Theorem. Let vX be locally compact. Then X is locally pseudocompact.

Proof. For each x in X there is an open subset IF of vX for which xeW and

cloX IF is compact. With U= W n X we have cl„x i/=cl„x IF, so that clx U is by

Theorem 4.1 a pseudocompact neighborhood of x in X.

We can now give the promised generalization of Theorem 2.4.

4.5 Theorem. Let each compact subset of Y, and each pseudocompact subset of

vX, be of nonmeasurable cardinal, where Y is a k-space and vX is locally compact.

Thenv(Xx Y) = vXxvY.

Proof. The desired result will follow from Theorems 2.3, 2.1 and 1.1, once we

have established that each compact subset K of vX has nonmeasurable cardinal.

There is an open subset U of vX for which K^U ^cloX U, the last set being

compact. We set

A = clx (Un X),

so that A is a pseudocompact subset of X by 4.1. Since vX is a Hausdorff space

we have (from the relation Tv"<= cluX A) that

\K\ S \cl0XA\S22UI,

so that K, like A, is of nonmeasurable cardinal.

A. W. Hager has shown in [15] that the space vX is simultaneously locally

compact and d-compact if and only if X has the form X= U"=i Xn, where each

Xn is pseudocompact and Xn±(X\Xn + x) for each positive integer «. The ideas

used in the next proof are very similar to his. This theorem is presented not because

the condition described is elegant or easy to verify (it isn't), but because it is so far

as I am aware the only condition known to be equivalent to the local compactness

ofvX.

4.6. Theorem. In order that vX be locally compact, it is necessary and sufficient

that for each p e vX there exist pseudocompact subsets A and B of X for which

p e cl„x A and A ±X(X\B).

Proof. Necessity. Given a compact neighborhood K in vX of p e vX, let/be a

continuous function mapping uA'into [0, 1] withfp=0 and/= 1 on vX\K, and set

A = clx (In/-'[0, 1/3D, B = clx (Xnf^[0, 2/3[).

An appeal to 4.1 completes the proof.

Sufficiency. To find a compact neighborhood of the point p e vX, let A and B
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be as hypothesized and find a nonnegative function/in C*(X) for which /=0 on

A and /= 1 on X\B. Let g denote the continuous extension of / to ßX and set

K=g~1[0, 1/2]. Then K is a compact neighborhood of p in ßX, so we need only

show that K^vX. Like every pseudocompact subset of X, B has compact closure

in vX (see 8.10 and 5H.2 of [12]). Thus, to show K^vX, we need only show

K^clßx B. But this is obvious, since if q e ßX and q £ cliX B, then q e cl^x (X\B),

so that gq=l.

G. G Gould shows in [14] how to associate with each suitably restricted family

of subsets of X some compactification of X. His theorems are not relevant to this

paper, but the conditions he imposes seem well suited to our purposes.

4.7 Definition. A family 38 of subsets of X is said to be a Gould bounding

system provided

(i) \J3S=X;

(ii) if Ax e 38 and A2 e 38, then Ax u A2<^B for some Be3S;

(hi) for each AeSS there exists Be38 such that A ±(X\B).

4.8 Theorem. Consider the following properties which a (completely regular

Hausdorff) space X may possess.

(1) vX is locally compact;

(2) the family of pseudocompact subsets of X is a Gould bounding system;

(3) some family of pseudocompact subsets of X is a Gould bounding system;

(4) there is a locally compact space Y for which Jc T<= VX;

(5) X is locally pseudocompact.

These properties are related as follows :

(1)=>(2)=>(3)o(4)o(5).

Proof. (1)=>(2). The relation X=\JxsX{x} makes condition (i) of 4.7 obvious,

and (ii) is clear because the union of two pseudocompact sets is pseudocompact.

For (iii) of 4.7 we recall (again from 8.10 and 5H.2 of [12]) that if A is a pseudo-

compact subset of X then cloX A is compact. Thus there is a compact neighbor-

hood K in vX of cl„x A and a continuous function / mapping vX into [0, 1] for

which/=0 on A and/= 1 on vX\K. The desired set B is defined by the relation

B = clx(Xnf~i[0, l/2[).

(2)=>(3). This is obvious.

(3)=>(4). If 2. is the hypothesized family of pseudocompact subsets of X, we set

Y = U clux Q.

The local compactness of Y follows just as in the "Sufficiency" argument of

Theorem 4.6 above.

(4)=>(5). The proof of Theorem 4.4 carries over verbatim, except that the first

occurrence of the symbol "vX" must be replaced by the symbol " F".
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(5)=>(3). Let

2 = {A <=■ X: A is pseudocompact, and A _\_X(X\B)

for some pseudocompact subset B of X}.

We must show that 2 is a Gould bounding system.

Each point of X admits a pseudocompact neighborhood, and therefore {x} e 2

whenever x e X. Thus (i) of 4.7 is satisfied.

For (ii), suppose that Axe2 and A2 e 2, and for 1 ¿k ¿ 2 letfk be a continuous

function from X into [0, 1] such that/fc = 0 on Ak and/k=l on X\Bk for some

pseudocompact subset Bk of X. Defining f=fx -f2, we see that/sO on Ax u A2

and/= 1 on X\(BX u B2). Thus

Ax u A2 ±X(X\(BX u B2)),

and (ii) is verified.

It remains only to show that if A e 2, then A \_X(X\B) for some pseudocompact

set B which belongs to 2. We know that there exists a closed pseudocompact

subset C of X and a continuous function/on Zto [0, 1] for which/=0 on A and

/= 1 on X\C. Defining

B = clxf-i[0, l/2[

we see that B±_X(X\C) and that B, which is actually clc/_1[0, l/2[, is pseudo-

compact (being the closure of an open subset of a pseudocompact space). Thus

A e B e 2 and the proof is complete.

The question of the equivalence of the five conditions given in 4.8 will be settled

in the negative in [5] by the example referred to in §5 below.

It is observed in Theorem 2.2 of [6] that vX is a Baire space if and only if A^ is.

The following result is an easy consequence.

4.9 Proposition. If X satisfies any of the five conditions of Theorem 4.8, then X

is a Baire space (and hence is of second category).

Proof. We know that there is a locally compact space F for which X<= F<= vX.

Now Fis Baire, and hence v Y (which is vX), and hence X.

5. The referee's example of a locally compact space X for which vX is not a

¿-space. The presence in the preceding sections of hypotheses like " vX is locally

compact" and "vX is a ¿-space" bring to mind the question of whether vX is

locally compact, or a ¿-space, whenever X is. It is easy to show that if D is a

discrete space of measurable cardinal, then D is a locally compact space whose

completion vD is not even a ¿'-space. (According to 8A.5 of [12], vD is a P-space,

so that by 4K.3 and 4K.4 of [12] each of its compact subsets is finite. Thus every

real-valued function on the nondiscrete space vD is continuous on each compact

subset of vD.) Because this example depends on the existence of measurable

cardinals, it seems dishonest or, at best, artificial ; the question has arisen in frequent
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conversations whether a "nonmeasurable" locally compact space X exists whose

realcompactification vX is not a A-space. In the original version of this paper we

posed this question and left it open, remarking only that there is described in

detail in [5] a a-pseudocompact locally compact space X for which vX is not

locally compact ; and that Norman Noble has shown in [20] that if A is an un-

countable index set and Na the countably infinite discrete space for each a e A,

then the Corson S-space (defined as in [8])

\ x g FI Na '■ xa = 0 except for countably many a g A >

is a A-space whose realcompactification is, according to Theorem 2 of [8], just the

A'-space YlasA Aa, which is easily seen (by the technique suggested in 7J(b) of [19],

for example) not to be a Ar-space.

The example which follows, and the arguments accompanying it, are due to the

referee. It is a pleasure to repeat my thanks for his generosity. His construction is

subtle in the following sense: Although the constructed space X is evidently

locally compact, the proof that vX is not a A-space is indirect, since in fact the

space vX is never identified in concrete form. We learn very little about that space,

except that it is not a A-space.

Let co2 denote the smallest ordinal number of cardinality X2, let Y denote the

compact product space (co2+1) x (co2 +1), and define

X = {(a, t) e Y : o < t}.

The closure in Y of the locally compact space X is a compactification of X, so

there is a continuous function/mapping ßX onto cly X. We will show that uZis

not a A-space by showing that its subset

A = {pevX : f(p) = (a, a) for some a < a>2}

is not closed, although it meets each compact subset of u^in a closed set. For this

latter property let K be compact in vX, let pa be any net in A n K converging to

p, and let f(p) = (t, t). If (t, t) ^f(pa) for each index a, then t may be expressed

in the form T = supneJV crn, where each of the ordinal numbers <jn satisfies the relation

crn < t. It is now easy to construct a continuous real-valued function on X un-

bounded on each neighborhood of (t, r), contradicting the fact that (t, t) is the

image under/of a point in vX. It follows that p ef~1(f(pa))cA for some a, so

that p g A n K as was to be shown.

To see that A is not closed in vX, notice first that the set {(a, w2) : a < w2}, being

a noncompact, pseudocompact subset of X, is not closed in vX. This yields a

point q g vX\X for which f(q) = (w2, co2).

It is obvious that q $ A. The rest of this proof is devoted to showing that

q e clDX A.

Just as in the selection of q, we notice that for each t < cu2, the set {(a, r) : o<t}

is pseudocompact whenever t is not a limit of countably many smaller ordinal
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numbers; so there is for each such t a point/>, in A for which f(px) = (r, t), and in

fact

Pi e cl„x {(o, t) : o < t}.

Now suppose that indeed q $ cloX A. Then some <p £ C(vX) has the properties

<p(g) = 0,       ^ = I on A,

and the preceding sentences show that

<p = 0   on   (<t0, cu2) x {co2}       for some oQ < w2

and that for each non-first-countable ordinal t < co2 we have

tp = 1    on   (g(r), t) x {t}      for some g(r) < t.

We claim that the function g just defined has the property that for some ordinal

number ox < cu2 the relation g(r) < ox is valid for cofinally many non-first-countable

t. If this is not the case then for each r we have a (minimal) h(r) > t for which

g(o)^r whenever ct^«(t). The function h can be used to define inductively a

subset {tk : a < wx} of w2 indexed by the first uncountable ordinal : one defines rx

arbitrarily in cu2, ra = h(Ta_x) if a is not a limit ordinal, and ra = sup {rr : y<a} for

limit ordinals a<co1. Defining T = supa<[0l ra we see that f is not first-countable

and that f>ra for each a. It follows that g(f)^f, a contradiction proving the

existence of the desired ordinal ox.

Now let co2>o>o0 and o>ox and let 7 be a cofinal (in co2) subset of non-first-

countable ordinals for which g(r) < ox whenever r e 7. Then 93(0, t) = 1 whenever

t e 7, so the continuity of 9 forces the relation <p(o, w2) = 1, contrary to the con-

dition <p(o, co2) = 0. It follows, then, that q e cl„x A\A, so that vX is not a ¿-space.

The proof is complete.

The referee has posed for consideration the question of whether each locally

compact space X of cardinality l^ or less has the property that uXis a ¿-space. In

posing this question he is motivated not simply by the space above, whose cardin-

ality is X2, but also by a space studied by Leonard Gillman and Melvin Henriksen

in their paper Concerning rings of continuous functions, Trans. Amer. Math.

Soc. 77 (1954), 340-362. This latter space, also of cardinality X2, is known to be of

minimal cardinality with respect to a certain natural property.
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